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Abstract. — Beam propagation in an optical fiber is usuatty described by the Helmholtz
équation. Feit and Fleck have proposed a splitting method algorithm (the Beam Propagation
Method or B.P.M.) in order to approximate this équation. In this work, we discuss their
procedure and dérive the équation which is consistent with this algorithm.

We give a functionnal framework that allows one to solve this équation. A fier describing some
qualitative features of the solutions, we show the convergence of the splitting method. Finally we
make some remarks in the nonlinear case where the re fr active index of the fiber dépends on the
intensity of the beam (Kerr-effect).

Résumé. — La propagation d'un faisceau monochromatique dans une fibre optique est
usuellement décrite par l'équation d'Helmholtz. Feit et Fleck ont proposé un algorithme
d'approximation de cette équation par une méthode de décomposition. Dans ce travail, nous
discutons ce procédé et dérivons l'équation qui est consistante avec cet algorithme. Nous donnons
un cadre fonctionnel qui permet de résoudre cette équation et, après avoir décrit quelques
propriétés qualitatives de ses solutions, nous montrons la convergence de l'algorithme de
décomposition. Enfin nous faisons quelques remarques dans le cas non linéaire où l'indice de
réfraction de la fibre dépend de l'intensité du faisceau lumineux (effet Kerr).
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406 A. BAMBERGER, F. CORON, J.-M. GHIDAGLIA

1. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider the propagation of a single frequency light in an optical
fiber. We assume that it can be described by the Helmholtz équation

„ - . d2E Ô2E Ô2E to2
 2

(1.1) r + =• + r 4- — fi E = 0
dxi taf ^ 3 c

where E dénotes one of the components of the electric field, c the speed of
light in a vacuüm and n(<o,x) the refractive index (x = (xl,x2,x3) is the
generic point in R3).

In what follows we discuss the method proposed by M. D. Feit and J. A.
Fleck [3] for solving (1.1) in the case where n has small variations from a
référence value n0 :

n(a>,x)«n0 •

The field E is given at the entry of the fiber (JC3 = 0)

(1.2)

and satisfies the radiation condition at + oo (see (1.7)).
Since the propagation is studied for a range of x3 at least a million times

the wave length, this hypothesis is reasonable.

The electric field is sought in the form

(1.3) E(x,o)=A(x,io)e

where

(1.4) ko = ^no.

The envelope function A(x, o>) is supposed to vary slowly over lengths of
2 TT

the order of Ao = —— . Substituting (1.3) into (1.1) leads to the following
kö

équation for A

a -v — . , BA d A L A ^ / 2 ?\ A n

.5) - 2 i k0 — + — - + A±A + —(n2-nt)A = Q,
d*3 dXi Cl

where A± dénotes the transverse laplacian
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The boundary conditions are

lA(xl9x2, 0) = A0(xux2) = E0(xux2) ;
I and A (x1 ,x2 ,x3) satisfies the radiation condition (*)

407

(1.7)

Before giving the method proposed by Feit and Fleck for solving (1.5), let
us recall the classical parabolic approximation (or Fresnel approximation).

d2AThis method consists in droping the term — - in (1.5) because of the slow
dx\

variation of A with respect to x3 :

(1.8) - 2 ik0 ^ + &±A + %- (n2 - nl)A = 0 .
dx3 c

Then, the Cauchy problem (1.7)-(1.8) is solved numerically with a splitting
method (Split Step Fourier Transform) proposed by R. A. Fisher and W. K.
Bischel [4] which is very popular in opties. It is based on a discretization in
the x3 direction :

Ist step : On an interval of length Ax3/2, one solves

(1.9) _ 2 ik0 — + A±A = 0 .
dx

2nd step : On an interval of lenght Ax3, one solves
7

° d*3 C2 °

3rd step : On an interval of length A#3/2, one solves

(1.11) - 2 ^ ^ + A^^O.

At each step the initial condition is the terminal condition of the previous
one. The great-applicability o^this method4s due 4e the fact that4he first
and third steps are solved by Fourier transform with respect to (xl9 x2) while
the second step is a family of O.D.E.'S.

Feit and Fleck's idea is to use this algorithm to solve équation (1.5) with
the boundary conditions (1.7) as follows :

Ist step : On an interval of length Ax3/2, one solves

(1.12) n ., BA 32A A A n- 2 ik0 + — - + AXA = 0 .
OX-3 dX3

(2) This condition consists in dropping the k$ term in (2.4).
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2nd step : On an interval of length Ax3, one solves

(1.13) _ 2 ; f c 0 - ^ ^
dx3 cl

3rd step : On an interval of lenght Ax3/2, one solves

(1.14) - 2 ik0 - ^ + ^ 4 + A±A = ° *
d*3 dx3

As before the initial condition of each step is the terminal one of the
previous step. But steps 1 and 3 are still underdetermined since we have to
solve a second order équation in the x3 variable. These steps can be viewed
as a second order O.D.E. in x3 (recall that these steps are solved by Fourier
transform w.r. to xl9 x2). Therefore the solution A can be written as the sum
of two exponentials and M. D. Feit and J. A. Fleck erase the one which
propagates in the - x3 direction (see (2.7)). In a certain sensé they apply the
vanishing condition at + oo. The first and third steps are actually solved by
Fourier transform and it is this method which is called B.P.M. Let us point
out that besides the fact that from a computational point of view the Fourier
transform is very performent (F.F.T.), the B.P.M, method gives at the same
time the signal and its Fourier transform which is of great importance for
physical reasons (energy spectrum,...).

In fact the Split Step Fourier Transform applied to the parabolic
approximation and the B.P.M, method can be implemented in a very similar
way. In particular they can be performed as two close versions of a
computer program. In a subséquent work we shall report on the comparison
of these two procedures with respect to the original problem which was to
solve the Helmholtz équation in an optical fiber.

In this paper we study the B.P.M, method. In the following section we
dérive formally the continuous équation, the B.P.M, équation (i.e. the
équation obtained by letting Ax3 -> 0) which is consistent with the B.P.M.
algorithm (1.12), (1.14). In the third section we give some mathematical
results on the B.P.M, équation. Then in the fourth section, we show that the
B.P.M, algorithm is consistent with B.P.M. équation. Finally, in the last
section we give some remarks on the nonlinear B.P.M. équation which
corresponds to the case where the refractive index dépends on the electrical
field (Kerr-effect).

In a preliminary version of this paper, [1], we have given in full detail the
proofs of the results presented hère. We refer to this report for some missing
points, ho wever this article is intended to be self contained. We also refer to
[3] for complementary références on the physical and computational point
of view.
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THE B.P.M. APPROXIMATION OF THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 409

2. THE B.P.M. EQUATION

In this section we dérive the B.P.M, équation. Then we give some
comparisons with the Helmholtz équation and with the parabolic approxi-
mation.

2.1. Dérivation of the équation

As already noticed, équation (1.12) is solved by means of a Fourier
transform with respect to the xx and x2 variables. Let us dénote by

(2.1) À(£l9£29x3) = A(x1,x2,x3)exp(~i(x1£)1+x2£)2))dx1dx2

Ju2

the Fourier transform of A ; then équation (1.12) reads

(2.2) - 2 ik0 -— H 2 ~ (£1 + £2) Â = 0 .

The associated caracteristic équation is

\£"J) A, — Z, A-Q ft. -+- Çj -f C,2 = U

and if k3 and k3 dénote its solutions, the solutions of (2.2) are given by

(2.4) A = aeik*** + a'e***.

lst case : f% + ç | < ^o-
We have :

(2.5) - - * ö - ( * ö - « i - ^

and A:3 -corresponds to ar forward propagation while k3 corresponds to a
backward one. As explained in the Introduction, the B.P.M, consists in
choosing the &;3-term in (2.4). It can also be noticed that when Ç? + ë| ^ &o>
k3 is close to 0 and k3 is close to 2 k0. We have chosen the part of the wave
which has the slowest variation in x3, this is consistent with the envelope
hypothesis (see (1.3)).

2nd case : ê? + €2 > ^*
Here

- k2\m

(2.6)

vol. 21, nD 3, 1987
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and k3 produces a vanishing wave in the x3 direction while k3 gives rise to an
amplified wave. The B.P-M. consists in choosing the vanishing wave,
droping the amplified one which is physically irrelevent.

Hence in both cases, the A^-term in (2.4) is dropped and instead of (1.12)
and (1.14) we take

(2.7) d A

where k3 is given by (2.5)-(2.6).
Equation (2.7) is written in Fourier space ; in order to return to the

physical space we introducé the fonction G, plotted in figure 2.1,

(2.8) *b-(*o2-S-Éi):2\l/2

U/2

for g +
for il +

kl,
kl,

Figure 2.1. — Real and imaginary part of the function

Equation (2.7) reads

(2.9)

or by inverse Fourier transform w.r.t. £1;

(2.10)
dA .n A— = iG*A
dx3

where G dénotes the inverse Fourier transform of G, and the convolution *
acts on the x1 and x2 variables.

M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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THE B.P.M. APPROXIMATION OF THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 411

! -iko\x\

Remark 2 .1: We set K(x) = -————, where x=(xl,x2),
4 TT \X |

|* | = (xl + xl)m. By classical calculus (see e.g. [9]) we have

(2.11) G(Ç) = *0 - 2 i (k2
0 - g? _ ç2) £ ( ç )

and

(2.12) G(*) = — ( * 6 - — ( — - ^ ->~ik°]xl

The function G is not locally integrable in IR2, the équation (2.10) is formai,
and the convolution is understood in the sense of principal values. We shall
give in the third section a rigorous meaning to équation (2.10), see also
Remark 3.1. D

Let us now return to the B.P.M, algorithm (1.12) to (1.14), where
équation (1.12) and (1.14) are replaced by (2.10). In the fourth section we
show that, when Ax3 -> 0, the discrete approximations converge to the
solution of the continuous équation

BA nl—n2

(2.13) i — + G * A + k0 ° A = 0 ,
°X3 2 AIQ

which is referred to in the sequel as the Beam Propagation Method équation
(or B.P.M, équation).

2.2. Comparison with the Helmholtz équation

In the particular case where the refractive index n(w, x) is independent of
x, i.e. n(co, x) = n0(o>), the B.P.M, équation (2.13) and the Helmholtz
équation (1.5)-(1.7) have the same solutions. Indeed the radiation condition
at x3 = + oo is exactly the argument that leads to the choice of k3 in (2.4).

In the case where n(<o, x) dépends onx, the B.P.M, équation is in genera!
an approximation of Helmholtz équation. One of the advantages of the
B.P.M, équation is that it is an évolution équation, while Helmholtz's
équation includes a boundary condition at x3 = + oo which is more difficult
to implement. On the other hand, the former équation is an envelope
équation for a function which varies slowly, in application, in a range of

order \ 0 = -— , the wave lenght. This allows one to take the step of
k0

discretization Ax3 of the order of \ 0 . It is also worthwhile to note that,
althought a non local operator occurs in the B.P.M, équation, this difficulty
is avoided by using the Fourier transform. However we must note that this

vol. 21, n 3, 1987
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method does not propagate without x3-deformation the guided modes,
which are the non-zero solutions of the équation

(2.14) A±A + ^- (n2 - ni) A = 0
c

(hère n(o>, x) = n(o>, xl9 x2) i.e. = 0). Indeed these solutions are

stationary solutions of Helmholtz's équation (1.15), but if n # n0 they are
not stationary solutions of the B.P.M, équation. We refer to [1], where we
propose a modified version of the B.P.M, équation, which conserves the
solutions of (2.14).

Remark 2.2 : The parabolic approximation (1.8) can also be viewed as an
approximation of the B.P.M, équation for small wave numbers. Indeed the

expansion of G(^x,^2), for ±-^- < 1, gives

(2.15)

and by replacing G by Gp in (2.13) we obtain (1.8). We stress the fact that
the parabolic approximation is a good approximation of Helmholtz's
équation only for small wave numbers, while the B.P.M, approximate this
last équation for arbitrarily large wave numbers (and is exact for constant
refractive index). See also Remark 3.4. D

3. SOME MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF THE B.P.M. EQUATION

In this section we give a mathematical framework that allows one to prove
existence and uniqueness of a solution to the B.P.M, équation. Then we
study the long time behavior of these solutions and finally the dependence
of the solutions on the refractive index is addressed.

3.1. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to the B.P.M, équation

To begin with, we make some changes in the notations. We dénote by t
the x3-variable because of the evolutionary character of the problem, and we
normalize the refractive index function and set

ko n2(xu x2) - n$
q(xl,x2) = —

22 «o

Moreover we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that n does not depend on
x3 (or equivalently t), see also Remark 3.2. Finally we dénote by u the
envelope function which was denotedA.

M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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THE B.P.M. APPROXIMATION OF THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 413

Functional setting

As usual we dénote by HS(R2), s e R, the Sobolev fractional space of
order 5 on R2 (s 5= 0 ) :

(3.1) HS(R2) = lu e L 2 ( R 2 ) , f \$\2s \u(0\2 d% < + 00
l Ju2

where Z/(IR2), 1 ̂  r ^ + 00, is the space of measurable functions w, defined
on R2 with values in C, for which

(3.2) I « I L ' ^ = I I \"V<tx) r < + Q0

for 1 ̂  r < 4- 00, and for r = + 00 those which are essentially bounded on
IR2:

(3.3) \U\L°°(U2) = e s s SUP \u(x)\ *= + °° •
2

Let K dénote a positive number (which has the dimension of a wave number,
it can be for instance the unit in which k0 is measured), the space
HS(R2) is a Hubert space with scalar product

(3.4) (Uiv
(2 ir y5

and norm |w|^ = (w, w)J/2. The space L2(R2) is identified with its antidual
and then H~S(R2) is identified with the antidual of HS(R2).

We introducé the sesquilinear form

(3.5) aq(u,v) = -—l— f G(É)û(€)5(Ç)d€ + £' f ?(x) u(x) Ü(JC) rfx
(ZIT) JK2 JR2

where the function G is given in (2.8) and q is a given real valued function
with

(3.6) q G Lr(R2) , for some r , 2 ^ r ^ + 00 .

Let us mention that this last hypothesis on q is motivated by the fact that
in practice the refractive index, and therefore q, can be discontinuous, a
piecewise constant for example.

It follows readily from the expression (2.8) of G and the Sobolev
imbeddings, Hm(U2)^ LP(R2) for 2^p^4 with continuous injection,

i
( p

that aq is continuous on Hli2(R2) x Hm(R2). Moreover we have

(3.7) (K2 + k2)m \v\l + Reaq(p,v)* \v\2
m, VveHm(R2),

vol. 21, n° 3, 1987



414 A. BAMBERGER, F. CORON, J.-M. GHIDAGLIA

which shows that aq is coercive on /f1/2(R2). We introducé the line
continuous operator from Hm(U2) into H~m(U2), Aq9 defined by

(3.8) (Aqv,w)_mtmmaq(v,w), Vi>, w s H1I2(R2) .

with this notation, the B.P.M, équation (2.13) reads

(3.9) ^L + Aqu = 0, t » 0 ,

or equivalently

(3.9') ^+AQu + qu = 0, r * 0 ,
at

with the initial condition

(3.10) u(0) = u0.

Remark 3.1 : (Continuation of Remark 2.1) : From (2.11), it follows that

(3.11) ao(u,v) =-ik0 \ uv dx - 2 kl \ (K*u)vdx +

V Ju2

~ f l vr du \ dv , o f I ̂  du \ dv ,
+ 2 A:*-— dx + 2 \ [K* djc

JR2 \ ÔXX ) ÔXX }U2 \ dx2 ) dX2

where

(3.12) (K,WXx) = ±

In opposition whith the équation (2.10) where the convolution was
understood in the sense of principal values, since G is not locally integrable,
the expression (3.11) is in term of classical functions since (3.12) is a
convolution with a locally integrable kernel. The conterpart being that now
the x-derivatives of u are involved in (3.11). D

Existence and uniqueness

The continuity and coercivity properties of Aq, allow one to solve the
problem (3.9)-(3.10) by the classical methods for linear parabolic équations
(see e.g. J. L. Lions and E. Magenes [7], or A. Friedman [5]) :

PROPOSITION 3.1 : For every u0

(3.13) M 0 G L 2 ( R 2 ) ,

M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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the problem (3.9)-(3.10) possesses a unique solution

(3.14) ueC(U+ ; L2(R2)) n L2(0, T ; Hm(R2))^ , VT< + oo.

Moreover

(3.15) i— |w|2 + Rea0(u, u) = 0 , for a.e. t ̂  0 . D
2 dt

It will be usefull to introducé the semi-group notation to represent the
solution u to (3.9)-(3.10). Therefore we define a linear and continuous
operator on L2(IR2) by

(3.16) e q :uo\-^e q uo= u(t) .

The continuity of this operator relies on the f act that (3.15) can be written
as

(3.17) [ \u(x,t)\2dx + f f (|6|2-*o2)lfl|w(e,0|2*A =

\uo(x)\2dxL
thus

(3.18) \e~Aqti

Remark 3.2 : It has been assumed that q does not depend on t. In f act
Theorem3.1 is still valid for time (t) dependent q, for instance for

When the function q is more regular, further regularity results on u can be
obtained (the following results are well-known5 see [1] for details). We
recall that W m ' r ( R 2 ) ( m e N , U r ^ + oo) is the set of éléments of
Lr(R2) whose distribution derivatives up to the order m are in Lr(IR2).

PROPOSITION 3.2 : For qe W m " u ( R 2 ) x m s* 1 and u0 e Hm(R2), there
exists a constant Cm which dépends only on |<z|wm-i,oo/R2y w, K and

k0 such that

(3.19)OT S*p\e~Aqtu0\m*Cm\u0\m. D

Remark 3.3 : By the smoothing effect of parabolic équation, if
9eWm '°°(R2) for every m, and u0 e L2(R2), the solution u is ĝ700 in
]0, + oo[xR2. D

(!) For vector valued distributions we refer to L. Schwartz [8].

vol. 21, ne 3, 1987
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3.2. Some qualitative properties of the solutions

Long time behavior of the solutions
We are going to show that the wave number k0 plays the role of a cutoff.

Indeed, Theorem 3.1 hereafter shows that the energy contained in the wave
numbers larger than k0 is damped and tends to zero. This is due to the f act
the imaginary part of G is positive for |Ç| > fc0 (see fig. 2.1).

THEOREM 3.1 : Let u0 be given in L2(R2), and let u be the solution to the
B.P.M, équation, with q satisfying (3.6). Then

(3.20) lim f
J |

Proof: Let us first assume that u0 e H1^2). According to (3.17) the
function <|>

J I € I * * o

belongs to 1^(0,+ 00). Since u0 e H1^2), the function — is also a
dt

solution to the B.P.M, équation with initial condition - Aqu0 e L2(R2).
Therefore the function

',2\l/2
*r V / 1 v 1 =» 1 u/ - .= | (|€|2-fc0

2>

belongs also to Ll(0, + 00). On the other hand

and thanks to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

— (t) =̂ <K0 + * (0
at

hence — e Lx(0, 00). Since <|> E L^O, 00), (3.20) follows. In the gênerai
dt

case, i.e. when u0 e L2(IR2), by the smoothing effect u(t0) e H^R2) for
every t0 > 0 and the previous proof applies again. D

Remark 3.4 : This decay property is not satisfied by the parabolic

approximation (1.8) since for their solutions | w(£, t) |2 d^ and
Ju2
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THE B.P.M. APPROXIMATION OF THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 417

| £ | 2 |w(£, t)\2 d% remain constant in time. This also show that this
u2

approximation of Helmholtz équation is not realistic for large wave
numbers. D

Dependence of the solutions on the index q

We are given two functions qx, q2 with (3.20) ql9 q2 e Lr(R2) for some r,
2 =s r ̂  + oo. The following results show that the solution to the B.P.M.
équation dépends continuously on the function q. It will be usefull for
proving the convergence of the algorithm in the case of a non smooth
refractive index. For its proof we refer to [1],

THEOREM 3.2: For every T, 0 - < r < o o , there exists a constant
C (T) which dépends only on K, k0 and T such that, for every u0 e L2(D?2),

(3.21) Sup \e l qx uo-e ' n wo|o ̂  C (T)\qx - q2\Lr{Ri)\uo\o ,

(3.22) \ T \ e ' U ^ \ - e ~ U n \ \ 2 dt^C(T)\q1^q2\Lr^)\u0\0. D
v 0

4. CONVERGENCE OF THE SPLITTING ALGORITHM

We study first a two step algorithm very similar to (1.12)-(1.14) in order
to avoid technicalities. The convergence is obtained for smooth refractive
index (q e WliCO(R2)) and then extended to non smooth ones
(q e Lr(R2) n L°°([R2) for some r, 2 <=: r < + oo). Finally we state the
convergence resuit for the original algorithm. The proofs are based on
technics similar to that of J. T. Beale and A. Majda [2]. (Concerning
gênerai results on splitting algorithms, we refer to R. Temam [10]).

A two step algorithm

We are given T, 0 < .£-< oo and %-€~üTlö(R2}.-We wish to approximate
T

équation (2.13) by the following procedure. For N 5= 1, we set T = - — and
initialize the scheme by taking

(4.1) u°(0) = u0 .

We suppose that the u2k (=^u(kj)) are known for 0 ̂  k =s m and we
compute u2m + 1 by

(4.2) Ç + A o W ^ O , on [0, T] ,
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(4.3) w(0) = M2m,

(4.4) u2m + 1=w{t) = e~A°7u2m.

Then we compute u2m + 2 by

(4.5) *E + iqv = 0, on [0, T] ,
ai

(4.6) t ; (0)-

(4.7) u2m + 2= V(T) = e~iqTu2m + 1 .

Convergence in the case o f a smooth refractive index

We have the following convergence resuit.

THEO REM 4.1 : Under the assumption that

(4.8) qeW'^iU2),

there exists a constant C independent of T and N such that for every
u0 e H\R2),

( 4 - 9 )

Proof: From (4.1), (4.4) and (4.6) we have

(4.10) u2m~e-A«mTu0

The différence of the two operators appearing in the right hand side of
(4.10) is equal to

m-\

k = 0

and since the semi-groups e~iqt and e~ q contract in L2(R2) (see (3.18)), we
deduce that

(4.12) \u2m — e 9mTw0 | s= V |(e~ I ? Te~ °7 — e~qT)vk ,

where vk = e q T w0.

We claim that for v e H2(R2),

(4.13) \(e-i*e~A°t-e~(Ao + iq)t)v\ ^Kt2\v\2, Vf > 0 ,
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where K dépends on q, K, k0 but not on t and v. Then (4.9) is a simple
conséquence of (4.12), (4.13) and (3.19)2 which applies since q e WliCO(R2).
The theorem is proved.

It remains to show (4.13). We set (see (4.2))

(4.14) v —e

for v e H2(R2) and q e Wh™(U2). According to (3.19)m, m = 0, 1, 2, there
exists a constant C0(q) such that

(4.15)
t - o

Using this property with
CJO?) such that

and ç = 0, it follows that there exists

(4.16)
fc = 0

therefore there exists C2(q) such that

(4.17) Sup C2(q).

Since 8(0) and 8(0) vanish, (4.13) follows from (4.17) thanks to Taylor's
formula at t = 0.

Convergence for non smooth re ft'active index
As mentionned previously, the refractive index can be discontinuous,

piecewise constant for example. In what follows we consider the case where
the (strong) hypothesis q e W1' °° is relaxed. More precisely we assume that

(4.18) ?eL r(D?2)nL°°([R2)

for some r, 2 < r < + oo.

THEOREM 4.2 : Under the previous hypotheses on q, and with the notation
of Theorem 4.1,

(4.19) lim Sup
N

We are going to sketch briefly the main steps of the proof of this result
(the details are given in [1]), but first we make the following remark.
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Remark 4.1 ; In the case of a smooth refractive index the convergence
was shown to be of order 1 (0(l/iV)). The convergence obtained in
Theorem 4.2 has no order of convergence. D

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.2. We introducé a regularized family
{<?s}e o which satisfies

qeG Wpl»00(R2)nL r(R2),

(4.20) S u p i ^ l ^ ^ + oo,

qs converges to q in L r(M2) as e -» 0 .

Let u0 be given in H2(R2), dénote by

(4.21) om = u — e u0 ,

and note that it is the sum of the three terms ;

(4.22) 8^ = (e ° e — e ° T) w0 , •

(4.23) Ô2
m= Y (e-^e' » y - * - i x

(4.24) 83
m =

The term (4.22) is estimated thanks to Theorem 3.25 équation (3.21). The
two terms (4.23) and (4.24) are bounded by the method we have used for
(4.11). Then (4.20) allows us to conclude the proof of (4.19). D

Convergence o f the B.P.M, algorithm

We finish this section by giving a resuit of convergence for the B.P.M,
algorithm (1.12)-(1.14). Let us point out that this algorithm is totally similar
to the one in two steps (4.1)-(4.6) analyzed previously. It differs only in that
the O.D.E. step (4.5) is integrated on [0, T / 2 ] in the B.P.M, algorithm
instead of on [0, T] as in the two steps method. From a computational point
of view they are almost identical.

We note that if we set T = T/2 N then the solution of one intégration of
the B.P.M, algorithm (3 steps : T5 2T ? T) with initialization u0 reads in
concise notation : e~ °T e~2iqT e" °T Un.

THEOREM 4.3 : Under the assumption that

(4.25) q€W2^(M2),
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there exists a constant C(T), independent of N such that for every
u0 e H\R2),

(4.26) Sup

Nz

The proof of this result is very similar to that of Theorem 4.2 ; therefore,
we omit it. The order of convergence is improved (order 2). We can say that
the B.P.M, algorithm is consistent with the B.P.M, équation.

5. REMARKS IN THE NONLINEAR CASE

It has been assumed previously that the refractive index, besides its
dependence on (*>, x = (xl7 x2) and t, was independent of the electric field.
For certain media this is not a good approximation and one must take into
account the influence of the electric field (autoinfluence). By physical
arguments (objectivity of the refractive index) it can be show that the
refractive index dépends only on the intensity of the beam, which is
proportional to the square of the norm of the electric field. A first order
expansion reads

(5.1) tt(co,£) = n0(ü>) + n2(ü>)|£|2,

with )n2((*>)\ <^no(w). The sign of n2 is related to the nature of the
nonlinearity ; a positive sign corresponds to a self-focusing nonlinearity, a
négative one to a self-defocusing nonlinearity. The first order expansion
(5.1) leads to

n2 — nl ka
(5.2) ? = = f c 0 _ ° J„2- |E|2#e|u |2

2/ÎQ %

where # means proportional and e i s the sign of n2.
The corresponding Helmholtz équation (known as the Helmholtz

équation in a Kerr-type medium) reads

/ c -v d2E d2E 92E CO2 / 2 <0 , ^ , 2 \ r^ n

d2x\ dxl dx\ c2 \ c I

this équation is solved numerically by the B.P.M, algorithm (1.12)-(1.14)
where (1.13) is replaced by

(5.4) ^2ik^+**L
dx3 có
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which is again an explicit O.D.E. (multiply (5.4) by iÀ and take the real
part).

With the notations of Sections 3 and 4, we introducé the nonlinear
B.P.M, équation

(5.5) — +A 0 u + *e|u|2w = 0 ,
at

which is supplemented as before with the initial condition

(5.6) U(0) = M0,

(note that u has been renormalized in order to keep e = ± 1).

THEOREM 5.1 : For every uQ e L2(U2), there exists a function u

(5.7) u e L°°([R+ ; L2(R2)) n L2(0, T ; Hm(R2)) , VT< + oo

solution of (5.5)-(5.6). D

This resuit shows that the nonlinear B.P.M. équation possesses a global
weak solution (i.e. in the distribution sensé). We do not know whether this
solution is unique or even more regular for t > 0 (see also Proposition 5.1
and Theorem 5.2 below). The proof of Theorem 5.1 is based on standard
energy and compactness methods ([6]), we refer to [1] for the details. Let us
simply mention that if u satisfies (5.5) and (5.7), then

^ G L\0, T ; L\U2)) + L2(0, T ; H~1/2(R2)) , VT< oo ,
at

and (5.6) makes sensé. D
Concerning the uniqueness of solutions of the B.P.M. équation we have

the

PROPOSITION 5.1 : There exists at most one solution u

(5.8) u e L°°(0, T ; HV2(U2)) D L2(0, T ; Hl(U2)) , VT< + oo

o/(5.5)-(5.6). D

Due to Sobolev imbeddings, if u satisfies (5.5) and (5.8), then
~ G L2(0, T ; L2(R2)), VT< + oo . It follows ([7]) that
at

(5.9) u e <$ (ƒ ; Hm(U2)) n LUI ; HW)) ,

for every interval / of R+.
Functions u satisfying (5.5) and (5.9) are called strong solutions on ƒ of the

nonlinear B.P.M. équation. According to Proposition 5.1 there exists at
most one strong solution to this équation. Concerning their existence, we
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are going to state a result (Theorem5.2), which shows that, for small
u0 in H1/2(IR2), there exists a (unique) global strong solution (i.e. for which
/ = R+) to the nonlinear B.P.M, équation. And for arbitrarily large
u0, there exists T(u0) :> 0 and a (unique) strong solution on I — [0, T(u0)]
to the nonlinear B.P.M, équation. The proof of these results are slightly
technical but classic, we refer to [1] for the details.

THEOREM 5.2 : (i) There exists a constant Ko depending on K and
kQ such that for every u0 e Hy2(R2),

(5.io) |w0|1/2===*:0,

the nonlinear B.P.M, équation (5.5)-(5.6) possesses a unique strong solution
on R+.

(ii) For given ô > 0 and

(5.11) UÖGH1 + \R2),

there exists a positive real number Tb = Tb(\u0\ g) such that the nonlinear
B.P.M, équation possesses a unique strong solution on [0, Th]. Moreover

Remark 5.1 : (i) We know neither part (i) of this result is still valid for
arbitrarily large uQ e H 1/2(R2) nor whether the solution obtained in part (ii)
exists for arbitrarily large time, t.

(ii) Concerning hypothesis (5.11), we recall that H1 + h(U2) is an algebra
for S :> 0, and this allows us to prove the following estimate for
|« | 1 + 8 where u dénotes the solution to (5.5) :

( 5-1 3 ) ^

where m and C8 are constants which do not depend on u or %
comparison with the O.D.E.

(5.14)
y(o)=Ki;+,

we obtain the following a priori estimate on [0, Th],

1 r / 1 m
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(5.15) | = C 8 '

hence the resuit. D
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